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ABSTRACT 
In this position paper, we suggest that seams between 
devices in a multi-device ubiquitous computing 
environment can take on many forms, notably explicit UI 
interactions, physical interactions outside of user interfaces, 
and social coordination steps necessary to appropriate 
devices within the environment.  We describe our research 
in the area of shared, flexibly appropriable large display 
groupware.  Specifically, we consider the multi-display 
environment used by scientists for the Mars Exploration 
Rover (MER) missions, and our observations of how these 
three types of overhead play out as users transition between 
MERBoard displays and other devices and display 
technologies available in the environment.  

INTRODUCTION 
The primary focus of our research is to understand the 
value, use, and adoption of large display groupware 
applications (LDGAs) that are casually appropriable within 
a workgroup.  In undertaking our investigations, it has 
become clear that the content that resides on these displays 
and the ways in which users interact with them are highly 
dependent on how users migrate their work to them from 
the computational equipment on which they are resident, 
such as laptops, PDAs, and desktop machines. The “spaces 
between devices” can be as tight and straightforward as the 
effort necessary to display the content of a laptop on a 
projector onto a screen in the environment, or as wide and 
loose as moving from a conversation around a webpage on 
a desktop PC to a freeform, open-ended collaboration on an 
electronic whiteboard. In the former case, there is a 
lossless, one-to-one mapping of content from one device to 
another, and a clear set of interactions that support this 
task.  The latter is considerably more abstract in nature- the 
migration of a concept, possibly with no actual transfer of 
digital content.  Support for this migration may be entirely 
social with no explicit technical connection between the 
devices.  
In addressing the question of whether and to what extent 
migrating between multiple displays and devices within an 
environment should be seamless, it makes sense to consider 
not only the technical interactions that these devices require 

for these migrations, but also the broader issue of what 
constitutes these seams from interactional, social, and 
cognitive perspectives.  Within a work multi-device work 
environment, “seams” should be considered not only 
insofar as the physical steps in an interface that users must 
perform, but also in how the broader interactions fit with 
the social context of an environment and whether they 
make sense in light of existing tasks and work practices. 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
Given the wide range of uses for which such displays have 
been designed, I have chosen to focus my research on a 
specific emerging subclass of large display applications, 
particularly those intended to enhance workgroup 
interaction by supporting informal, non-urgent 
communication, collaboration, and awareness.  In contrast 
to more formal large display applications, such as meeting 
room or classroom systems, the systems I study are 
designed to be appropriated in a casual, ad-hoc fashion and 
are persistently available to workgroup members. Of 
particular interest to me are systems that take advantage of 
the physical properties of large displays such as size and 
visibility that make them appealing for multi-user 
interaction as well as passive or opportunistic information 
display.  The visibility of these systems yields a perception 
and interaction that is quite different from that of personal 
machines and devices, and tabletop systems.  For this 
reason, I find the social and technical interactions 
necessary to migrate from a less-visible computational 
surface to a wall display of particular interest. 
As a member of the Everyday Computing Lab at Georgia 
Tech, my research has examined the use and adoption of 
deployed large display groupware systems.  This area of 
focus has led me to design and deploy several large display 
groupware systems based on studies of workgroup 
practices [1, 2, 3].  Additionally, I have conducted a broad 
study of several existing large display groupware system 
for the purposes of understanding the social and 
technological commonalities that have affected their 
adoption.  This investigation led to the creation of a 
framework of adoption factors that can be used as design 



guidelines for large display groupware or applied as an 
analytic tool for assessing the adoption of such systems [4].   

NASA MER MISSIONS: A DISPLAY ECOLOGY 
Currently, I am involved in an evaluation of the display 
technologies used by NASA scientists and engineers for 
the MER (Mars Exploration Rover) missions. The 
missions, which have been in progress for over a year and a 
half, have brought together scientist from NASA as well as 
other institutions around the country.  The missions are 
highly collaborative, and scientists have worked not only to 
achieve their scientific goals, but also to develop the 
procedures through which they achieve them. NASA 
scientists on the missions work in a complex physical 
environment that contains several types of digital display 
surfaces, including several large, interactive MERBoard 
displays [5] designed for small synchronous collaborations 
(approximately between two and a dozen people), multiple 
projectors and screens, appropriable science workstations 
with dual monitor setups, and personal PCs and laptops.  
Additionally, scientists work with more conventional 
means of display, including flip charts, conventional 
whiteboards, and enormous paper printouts of landscape 
images and terrain data.  Because each of these 
technologies and tools has unique affordances and supports 
a different set of activities, scientists migrate between them 
as their tasks require. While the focus of our study is on the 
use of the MERBoard displays, we are also examining the 
broader context of the display ecology.  

A BROAD VIEW OF DEVICE TRANSITION SEAMS 
Transitioning between the different technologies available 
to MER Mission scientists has yielded various challenges 
and workarounds that not only affect how the scientists 
access the tools, but ultimately what they use them for as 
well. In exploring the display ecology formed by the 
existence and use of these varied display tools in a single 
workspace, we have found that the overhead necessary to 
move between displays has significant impact on whether 
and how the tools are used.  Based on our observations and 
interviews with users of these technologies, we find that 
the overhead necessary for migrating between devices and 
displays can be roughly categorized as follows: 

• Interface interaction overhead – This refers to the 
steps necessary in the device or display UI to 
bring a task or content from one device to another.  
A simple example of this type of overhead might 
be pointing and clicking to access a shared 
directory or beaming information from a PDA to a 
shared display using IR. 

• Extra-interface interaction overhead – This type 
of overhead refers to the steps necessary between 
devices, before even interacting with the new 
device’s UI.  A common example of this might be 
walking from a personal workstation to a shared 
display in group space, or perhaps plugging a 
laptop into a projector. 

• Social overhead – Particularly for in the types of 
groupware interfaces that we have investigated, 
social coordination overhead plays a part in how 
users migrate between devices.  Simple examples 
of this type of overhead might be gathering people 
who are working at individual machines around a 
single user’s laptop, or making sure that no one 
else is using a shared display before appropriating 
it for a particular task.   

In studying the use of MERBoard, and how users have 
integrated MERBoard into work practices that also involve 
other displays and devices, we have witnessed examples of 
all three types of overhead.   

Interface Interaction Overhead 
One of the challenges that we found for migrating personal 
content to the shared MERBoard surface for group display 
or collaboration was that the steps necessary in the 
interface to import the content were overly complicated.  
This complexity proved to be a hindrance to use.  Putting 
content on the MERBoard required that users access a 
directory system called MERSpace from their personal 
machines, put the content into their individual MERSpace 
directory, and then access that directory from the 
MERBoard to get the content.  While this interaction 
seemed fairly straightforward, it required substantial 
enough effort either to do or remember that many scientists 
avoided it entirely. For example, several scientists 
attributed the lack of use of MERBoard for meeting 
support and image display to the difficulty of actually 
getting artifacts onto the MERBoard.  While some 
scientists criticized the necessary steps to do this, several 
other scientists said they simply could not remember or 
could not figure out how to put materials on the 
MERBoard. 

Extra-interface interaction overhead 
While it was at times convenient to use MERBoard as a 
display that did not require the appropriation of someone’s 
personal laptop for source content, migrating content from 
a user’s laptop onto the MERBoard entailed significant 
extra-interface interaction overhead, a known problem 
since before the MERBoard deployment stemming from 
various technical difficulties including NASA firewalls. In 
comparison, projecting content from a laptop onto a 
projection screen was described as a one-step process, 
similar to “flipping a switch,” as one scientist said.  In 
addition to this very simple action of hooking a laptop up 
to a projector, one scientist also mentioned the simplicity of 
displaying data from a source on which it was resident; he 
said that MERBoard was valuable for displaying certain 
images, but if the material needed to be edited, created, or 
displayed using software or tools that people had on their 
laptops, they would not be willing to go to the trouble to 
migrate it onto MERBoard. 
An interesting but underused feature of MERBoard was the 
ability to broadcast the content of one MERBoard to any of 



the other MERBoards within the workspace.  Each of the 
large MER Mission science assessment rooms contained 
seven MERBoards, and it was assumed that this 
functionality would help to foster awareness of what others 
were working on and provide group meeting support.  In 
actuality, however, this feature of the MERBoard was 
seldom used.  People using a MERBoard could use that 
display to send content to another MERBoard, but for that 
content to be displayed on the recipient MERBoard, 
someone needed to be there to accept the content.  If was 
most likely the case that no one near the recepient 
MERBoard would notice the request to send information; 
additionally some scientists said that people were busy 
enough with their own tasks that they would not bother to 
get up and accept the broadcast if they noticed it.  The 
effort to remove themselves from their tasks and physically 
go to the display outweighed the benefits of using it, in the 
scientists’ perception. 

Social Overhead 
Migrating tasks or activities from a personal machine to the 
MERBoard also met with challenges because of the 
necessary social coordination steps.  A particular example 
of this demonstrates the effort necessary to determine 
whether a shared resource is already in use by others in the 
group.  One of the most common uses of the MERBoard 
was to display a clock that showed the current time on 
Earth, as well as the corresponding time on Mars for each 
of the two rovers, which were located on opposite side of 
the planet.  This very general tool proved to be very useful 
for people working in the science assessment space, and 
was quite broadly applicable to the work and tasks of all of 
the MER mission scientists.  One of the chief difficulties 
that the clocks posed, however, was that in their ambient 
state, it was difficult to tell whether they were “in use” by 
members of the workgroup.  As a result, some scientists 
mentiond that small subgroups who were collaborating 
around a science workstation or a single user’s laptop were 
hesitant to migrate their work onto the larger shared work 
surface that MERBoard provided because they feared that 
they would be appropriating a tool that others were using.  
Especially because their collaboration would likely be of 
direct value only to them, while the clock benefited 
everyone in the space, scientists said they were not sure 
when it was acceptable to migrate their work or tasks to the 
MERBoard if it was being used for ambient information 
display.   

IMPLICATIONS 
The lessons that we have learned from exploring the 
ubiquitous computing environment in which the MER 
missions are conducted lead us to believe that seams and 
seamlessness are not merely interface issues.  Even with a 
variety of display tools intended to support a wide range of 
collaborative activity, it is clear that there is a certain 
amount of inertia that causes users to stay with the device 
that they are using even if it is not necessarily the optimal 

tool for the task.  We believe that the “seams” or overhead 
imposed by the interfaces, the environment, and social 
practices influence the willingness to interact with multiple 
devices.  
 In considering how to design devices and displays that are 
intended to support coordinated activities with other 
devices in the environment, it is clearly important to 
consider how the UIs of these devices support such issues 
as access to content and user identification.  It is, however, 
also important to look outside of the interface design and 
consider issues such as what effort a user will need to 
expend simply to appropriate a device or display.  
Additionally, it would be of value to explore ways in which 
devices or systems can provide social cues that help to 
support coordinated use of devices, many of which will 
presumably be shared resources in a multi-device or multi-
display ubicomp environment.  
In submitting this position paper to this workshop,  I hope 
to be exposed to other conceptualizations of seams and 
seamlessness from others in the field, as well as to acquire 
a better understanding of what it means to design for 
workable seams that minimize the hurdles we have 
observed in transitioning between devices.   
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